Abstract. The function on the Teichmüller space of complete, orientable, finite-area hyperbolic surfaces of a fixed topological type that assigns to a hyperbolic surface its maximal injectivity radius has no local maxima that are not global maxima.
Deformations via triangulations
Let us begin this section by fixing a complete, oriented, finite-area hyperbolic surface S of genus g with n cusps and a decomposition T of S into compact and horocyclic ideal hyperbolic triangles. (Here a horocyclic ideal triangle has two vertices on a horocycle of H 2 and an ideal vertex at the horocycle's ideal point.) We will call the pair (S, T ) a triangulated surface for short. The main results of this section are Propositions 1.3 and 1.4.
We first define a space D(S, T ) of possible deformations of the edge lengths of T . Definition 1.1. Suppose (S, T ) is a complete, oriented, triangulated hyperbolic surface of finite area, and enumerate the faces of T as F 1 , . . . , F k and the compact edges as e 1 , . . . , e l . Let U ⊂ (0, ∞) l be the set of d = (d 0 , . . . , d l ) such that d j 1 < d j 2 + d j 3 for any j 1 , j 2 , j 3 such that e j 1 , e j 2 and e j 3 are the distinct edges of some F i . For each vertex x of T define:
This sum is taken over all i such that x is in the compact triangle F i , where e j 1 and e j 2 are the edges of T containing x, and e j 3 is the edge of F i opposite x, and all k such that x is in the horocyclic triangle F k with finite side length d j k . We then take: D(S, T ) = {d ∈ U | A x (d) = 2π for each vertex x of T } We call this the set of deformations of (S, T ). Lemma 1.2. Suppose (S, T ) is a complete, oriented, triangulated hyperbolic surface of finite area. For each face F i of T and each d = (d 1 , . . . , d l ) ∈ D(S, T ) let F i (d) be the compact hyperbolic triangle with edge lengths d j 1 , d j 2 and d j 3 , if F i is compact with edges e j 1 , e j 2 and e j 3 ; or otherwise the horocyclic ideal triangle with finite edge length d j 1 , where F i has compact edge e j 1 . The triangulated polyhedral complex (S(d), T (d)) obtained by identifying edges of the F i (d) in pairs corresponding to edges of T inherits a complete hyperbolic structure from the F i (d), and it has a homeomorphism to (S, T ) taking F i (d) to F i for each i.
Proof. Let us recall some standard facts. Below, for a compact hyperbolic triangle with sides of length a, b and c let α be the interior angle opposite the side of length a. Let δ be the interior angle at either endpoint of the finite edge, with length d, of a horocyclic ideal triangle. Then:
The left-hand equation is the hyperbolic law of cosines (see eg. [9, Theorem 3.5.3] ). The right can be proved by an explicit calculation in, say, the upper half-plane model R × (0, ∞) for H 2 , placing the horocycle at R×{1} and using the fact that the Euclidean and hyperbolic distances and d, respectively, between points on it satisfy /2 = sinh(d/2). Now with the faces and compact edges of T enumerated as in Definition 1.1, for d ∈ D(S, T ) and 1 ≤ i ≤ k let F i (d) be as described in the statement. By construction and the formulas of (1.2.1), A x (d) = 2π is the sum of all vertex angles of the F i (d). Note also that each edge of T is contained in two faces, and again by construction if this edge is compact then the corresponding edges of the F i (d) have the same length.
For (S(d), T (d)) as described in the statement, there is clearly a triangulation-preserving homeomorphism (S(d), T (d)) → (S, T ). Moreover, choosing a disjoint collection of representatives of the F i (d) in H 2 it is not hard to arrange for the pairing of edges to be realized by an Isom + (H 2 )-side pairing in the sense of [9, §9.2]. Theorem 9.2.2 of [9] then implies that S(d) inherits a hyperbolic structure from the F i (d). The key requirement for this result, that the side-pairing is proper, obtains from the fact that the angle sum A x (d) around the vertex x is 2π.
We further claim that the hyperbolic structure on S(d) is complete, see [9, Theorem 8.5.9] . This follows from the stipulation in Definition 1.1 that non-compact faces of T are horocyclic ideal triangles, since an isometry that takes an infinite edge of one horocyclic ideal triangle to an infinite edge of another identifies the horocycles containing their vertices. For any such face with ideal vertex v, we thus have d(v) = 0, where d(v) is the "gluing invariant" of [9, §9.8] , so S is complete by Theorem 9.8.5 of [9] (cf. [11, Prop. 3.4 .18]).
We next relate the deformation space D(S, T ) to the Teichmüller space T g,n of hyperbolic surfaces with the topological type of S, endowed with its standard topology (see eg. [6] ). Here we will regard the hyperbolic surfaces S(d) from Lemma 1.2 as marked by the homeomorphism from S described there. Proposition 1.3. For a complete, oriented, triangulated hyperbolic surface (S, T ) of finite area, with genus g and n cusps, the map
Proof. We will show that for any essential simple closed curve γ on S, the function d → Fix d ∈ D(S, T ), and refer by γ to an oriented geodesic representative of γ on S(d). For d near to d, we now construct a piecewise-geodesic γ on S(d ) which will be evidently isotopic to the image of γ under the homeomorphism S(d) → S(d ) described in Lemma 1.2. We will then show that the length of γ exceeds that of γ by no more than some depending on δ = max{|δ i |}, where δ i = |d i − d i | for each i, which approaches 0 as δ → 0.
Partition γ into arcs γ 0 , . . . , γ k−1 with disjoint interiors such that γ j is adjacent to γ j+1 for each j, and each γ j is either an edge of or (the generic case) properly embedded in a triangle of T . For each j we construct a geodesic arc γ j in S(d ) that lies in the same triangle(s) of T as γ j , as follows. For each endpoint x of γ j that is a vertex of T , let the corresponding endpoint x of γ j be the same vertex; if x lies in the interior of a compact edge e i j of T , then with δ i j as above let x lie on e i j in
and if x is in the interior of a non-compact edge of T then let x lie on the same edge in S(d ), at the same distance from its (finite) vertex. Now let γ = γ 1 ∪ . . . γ k−1 .
For any fixed j, we will show that | j − j | → 0 as δ → 0, where j and j are the respective lengths of γ j and γ j in S(d) and S(d ). If γ j is an edge of T this is obvious, so let us assume it is not. Then γ j cuts the triangle T of T containing it into two pieces, at least one of which is a triangle. If the vertex v of the sub-triangle of T that does not lie in γ is finite, and the interior angle there is θ j , then by the hyperbolic law of cosines γ j has length j given by
Here x j and x j+1 are the endpoints of γ j , and θ j is given in terms of d by the left side of the formula (1.2.1). For j we substitute x j , x j+1 and θ j above. It is clear from this formula that
If the vertex v described above is ideal then we claim that the length j of γ j satisfies
where v j is the finite vertex of the edge e of T containing x j , v j+1 is the finite vertex of the edge containing x j+1 , and d i j is the length of the compact edge of T .
This follows from explicit computations in the upper half-plane model. Applying an isometry, we may take T inscribed in the horocycle C = R + i, with v j = i and v j+1 = θ + i, where
(ii) of [8] now proves the claim, giving:
To compute the length j of the corresponding arc γ j we simply replace d i j by d i j above, where d i j is the length in S(d ) of the compact edge of T . Convergence of j to j thus follows as in the previous case.
Since the length of γ is i , and the geodesic length of γ is at most i , this exceeds the length of γ by no more than some = (δ), which approaches 0 as δ → 0. From the formulas above we see that the dependence of on δ is uniform on compact subsets of the open set U of Definition 1.1. Therefore we can apply the same argument with the roles of γ and γ reversed to show that the length of γ exceeds the geodesic length of γ by no more than some = (δ) which also approaches 0 as δ → 0. Continuity follows.
Proposition 1.4. Suppose (S, T ) is a complete, triangulated hyperbolic surface of finite area with vertex set {x} such that the entire collection of geodesic arcs of length 2injrad x (S) based at x is a set e j 1 , . . . , e jn of edges of T . Then there is a neighborhood V in D(S, T ) of the edge length collection of T such that for any
Proof. The collection of geodesic arcs in S based at x is in 1-1 correspondence with those in H 2 joiningx to other points of π −1 (x), where π : H 2 → S is a locally isometric universal cover andx is a fixed element of π −1 (x). Fix some R > 0 that is slightly larger than 2injrad x (S), and let P ⊂ H 2 be the union of lifts of triangles of T that intersect the closed ball of radius R aboutx. This is a finite union since the lifted triangulation is locally finite.
For d near the edge length collection d of S in D(S, T ), let P be the corresponding union of triangles lifted from (S(d ), T (d )). That is, fix a locally isometric universal cover π :
, where x is the vertex of T (d ), and let P be the image of P under the lift that takesx tox of the marking S → S(d ). (Recall that this map takes triangles to triangles.)
For each geodesic arc γ in S based at x and any fixed > 0, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.3 shows that d can be chosen near enough to d that the geodesic arc in S(d ) based at x in the based homotopy class of the image of γ has length less than away from the length of γ. In particular, there exists δ > 0 such that if max{|d i − d i |} < δ then for each vertex v of P at distance greater than 2injrad x (S) fromx, the image of v has distance tox greater than i(d ) . = min{ j 1 , . . . , jn }, where j i is the length of e j i in S(d ) for each i.
We now consider geodesic arcs in S based at x whose lifts based atx exit P . For each such arc the analogous fact holds for its correspondent in S(d ). We will thus complete the proposition's proof by showing that for small enough δ > 0, the closest point tox on each edge in the frontier of P is at distance greater than i(d ) (defined above) from it, whence i(d ) is twice the injectivity radius of S(d ) at x .
For a compact edge e in the frontier of P , let T be the triangle with one edge at e and opposite vertexx. The closest point of e tox is in its interior if and only if the angles of T are less than π/2 at each endpoint of e. In this case the geodesic arc fromx to its closest point on e intersects e at right angles, and by the hyperbolic law of sines the distance h from x to e satisfies sinh h = sinh sin θ. Here is the distance fromx to an endpoint v of e, and θ is the interior angle of T at v.
If T is the corresponding triangle in P then for d near d, each edge length of T is near the corresponding edge length of T , as we have already remarked, and it follows from the hyperbolic law of cosines that the same holds for the angles of T and T . In particular, if the closest point of e tox is in the interior of e then for d near enough to d, the closest point of the corresponding edge e tox is also in its interior, and by the hyperbolic law of sines the distance h fromx to e approaches h as d → d. The remaining case is straightforward.
For a non-compact edge e in the frontier of P , if the nearest point of e tox is in its interior then we again use the formula sinh h = sinh sin φ, where now is the length of the geodesic arc fromx to the finite endpoint v of e, and φ is the angle from this arc to e. It follows as before that → as d → d. To see that the corresponding angle φ approaches to φ as d → d we note that φ = θ + δ, where δ is the interior angle at v of the horocyclic triangle T 0 in P containing e, and θ is the interior angle at v of the triangle determined byx and the finite side f of T 0 . The corresponding angles δ → δ and θ → θ, so φ → φ as d → d.
The Delaunay tessellation
In this section, for a hyperbolic surface S and x ∈ S we define the Delaunay tessellation of (S,
In proving Theorem 0.1 we will use triangulations compatible with the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x), in the sense of Lemma 2.4. There are three advantages to working with the Delaunay tessellation. First, every geodesic arc of length 2injrad x (S) based at x is a Delaunay edge, as we prove in Lemma 2.3. Second, by construction Delaunay cells are cyclic or horocyclic; that is, inscribed in metric circles or horocycles, respectively. In [4] there are calculus formulas describing the derivative of area with respect to side length for such polygons.
Finally, the Delaunay tessellation of S contains the geometric dual to the Voronoi tessellation of S, which has two-cells of the form
for each x ∈ S. See eg. [2, §5] . Its edges are intersections V x ∩ V x containing at least two points. The geometric dual to any such edge is the geodesic arc joining x to x . In Section 3 we will exploit the geometric duality relation using some results from [3, §2.1] that show how the Voronoi tessellation encodes certain extra structure associated to "non-centered" Delaunay two-cells. This helps us overcome the central difficulty in using deformations via triangulations, which is that the area of cyclic polygons is not monotonic in their side lengths.
The first result we will prove here is mostly [3, Corollary 5.2], which is again the specialization of a result from [2] , Corollary 6.27 there. Theorem 5.1 of [3] asserts for a set S invariant under a lattice Γ that a Delaunay cell of S is inscribed in a horocycle C if and only if its stabilizer in Γ is a parabolic subgroup Γ u of Γ that fixes the ideal point C. Such cells are the primary concern of this result.
Corollary 2.1. For a complete, oriented, finite-area hyperbolic surface F with locally isometric universal cover π : H 2 → F , and a finite set S ⊂ F , there are finitely many π 1 F -orbits of Delaunay cells of S = π −1 (S). The interior of each compact Delaunay cell embeds in F under π. For a cell C u with parabolic stabilizer Γ u , π| int Cu factors through an embedding of int C u /Γ u to a set containing a cusp of F .
A fundamental domain in a parabolic-invariant cell C u for the action of its stabilizer Γ u is a horocyclic ideal polygon whose finite-length edges are edges of C u .
Proof. The first part of this result was recorded as Corollary 5.2 of [3] . The second part follows from Lemma 5.7 there. This result implies that the vertices of C u can be enumerated as {s i | i ∈ Z} so that s i and s i+1 bound an edge γ i of C u for each i, and g(s i ) = s i+k for some fixed k ∈ Z, where g is the generator of Γ u . It follows that a fundamental domain for the Γ u -action is the non-overlapping union of horocyclic triangles T i ∪ T i+1 . . . ∪ T i+k−1 defined in Lemma 5.7 for any fixed i. This is a horocyclic ideal (k + 1)-gon, see [4, Prop. 3.8] .
Definition 2.2. For a complete, oriented, finite-area hyperbolic surface S and x ∈ S, we will call the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x) the projection to S of the Delaunay tessellation of π −1 (x), for some fixed universal cover π : H 2 → S.
Lemma 2.3. For a complete, oriented, finite-area hyperbolic surface S and x ∈ S, every geodesic arc based at x with length 2injrad x (S) is an edge of the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x). In particular, the injectivity radius of S at x is half the minimum edge length of the Delaunay tessellation.
Proof. Every Delaunay edge of (S, x) is a non-constant geodesic arc with both endpoints at x, so its length is at least 2injrad x (S). For a closed geodesic arc γ of length 2injrad x (S) based at x, letγ be a lift of γ to H 2 . The metric disk B of radius injrad x (S) centered at the midpoint ofγ intersects π −1 (x) in the endpoints ofγ. Every other point of B has distance less than 2injrad x (S) from the endpoints ofγ, so B ∩ π −1 (x) = ∂γ. It follows thatγ is a Delaunay edge of π −1 (x), hence that γ is a Delaunay edge of (S, x).
Lemma 2.4. For any complete, oriented, hyperbolic surface S of finite area and x ∈ S, there is a decomposition T of S into compact and horocyclic ideal triangles that is compatible with the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x) in the sense that its vertex set is {x} and each edge of the Delaunay tessellation is an edge of T .
Proof. T is compatible with the Delaunay tessellation if its faces are obtained by subdividing Delaunay two-cells into triangles. This can be done for instance by dividing each compact two-cell by diagonals from a fixed vertex, and each horocyclic two-cell into horocyclic ideal triangles. On a horocyclic cell C u , the latter operation joins each vertex of the fundamental domain for Γ u of Corollary 2.1 to the ideal point of its circumscribed horocycle.
Increasing injectivity radius
The goal of this section is to prove the main Theorem 0.1. We will do this in two steps. The first, Proposition 3.1 below, reduces to the case that all compact Delaunay edges have equal length. We then prove the Theorem by addressing the case that all Delaunay edge lengths are equal but there is a complicated Delaunay cell C.
Proposition 3.1. For a complete, oriented hyperbolic surface S of finite area and x ∈ S such that max (S) = injrad x (S), if the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x) has an edge of length greater than 2injrad x (S) then S is not a local maximum of max on T g,n .
In fact, there is a continuous map t → S t ∈ T g,n on (− , ) for some > 0, and x t ∈ S t for each t, such that S 0 = S, x 0 = x, and
Proof. Let T be a triangulation compatible with the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x). Enumerate the edges of T as γ 1 , . . . , γ l so that the Delaunay edges consist of those with j ≤ n for some n ≤ l, and γ j has length 2injrad x (S) if and only if j ≤ m for some m < n, and let d = (d 0 , . . . d l ) be the collection of edge lengths. We will produce a smooth map , where x t is the vertex of S(d(t)). To show that d dt A x (d(t)) = 0 has a smooth solution we rearrange it using the chain rule and our stipulations on the d j (t), yielding:
Here for each j, T i
are the triangles containing the edge γ j ; for a triangle T i with edges γ j 1 , γ j 2 , γ j 3 we refer by
) of changing edge lengths; and D 0 (a, b, c) records the area of the triangle with edge lengths a, b and c. In [4] we gave formulas for the partial derivatives of D 0 with respect to a, b and c.
If the coefficient
is non-zero then we can solve for d n (t), yielding a first-order ODE in d n (t). We claim this holds at t = 0, ie for the T i ± n (d), and therefore at all possible values of d(t) near d. Given the claim, Picard's theorem on the existence of solutions to first-order ODE implies there is a smooth solution d n (t) for small t (note that smoothness of D 0 is proven in [4] ). We will apply results from Section 2 of [3] , together with [4, Proposition 2.3], to prove the claim.
There are two cases, divided by the qualitative nature of the Delaunay cells C ± in of (S, x) containing the triangles T ± in . In the first case one of the C i
, is compact and therefore cyclic but not centered, and γ n is its longest side. Here a cyclic polygon is centered if its interior contains the center of its circumcircle. The longest side of a non-centered cyclic polygon separates its interior from the center of its circumcircle [4, Prop. 2.2], so since T − in is contained in C − in it is also non-centered with longest side γ n . In this case Lemma 2.5 of [3] asserts that the dual Voronoi vertex v to C i − n is the initial vertex of a non-centered Voronoi edge e geometrically dual to γ n . If e is compact then its terminal vertex is the geometric dual to C i + n , so by the same result it is not also the case that C i + n is non-centered with longest edge γ j 0 . This is therefore also not the case for T i − n , so be [4, Proposition 2.3] the coefficient of d n (t) at t = 0 is:
, and therefore also of T i + n , and likewise for J(T i − n (d)). Lemma 2.3 of [3] implies that the former is greater than the latter, and it follows in this sub-case that the coefficient of d n (t) is greater than 0 at t = 0.
It is also possible in this case that the Voronoi edge e geometrically dual to γ n is noncompact. Then arguing as in the proof of [3, Lemma 5.8] establishes that C i + n is also non-compact: for the universal cover π :
andẽ is a lift of e, Lemma 1.9 of [3] asserts that its ideal endpoint v ∞ is the ideal point of a horocycle S with the property that the horoball B bounded by S satisfies B ∩ S = S ∩ S, and S contains the endpoints of the geometric dual γ toẽ. By the empty circumcircles condition, the convex hull of B ∩ S is a non-compact Delaunay two-cellC containing γ, which is a lift of γ n sinceẽ is a lift of e. HenceC projects to a non-compact two-cell containing γ n , necessarily C i [4] we therefore obtain:
Again this is positive, and the claim follows in this case.
The second case of the claim is when neither of C i ± n is non-centered with longest edge γ n , whence the same holds for the T i Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let (S, x) be a pointed surface whose Delaunay tessellation is not of the form described in the Theorem. The goal is to show that there is a deformation of (S, x) that increases injectivity radius at x. We will assume we are in the case not covered by Proposition 3.1: all Delaunay edges of (S, x) have length 2injrad x (S), and there is a Delaunay two-cell C which is compact and not a triangle, or non-compact and not a monogon.
Let T be a triangulation that is compatible with the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x), with an edge γ 0 that is a diagonal of C with a compact triangle T 1 of T on one side and the remainder of C on the other. If C is non-compact we accomplish this as follows: for a locally isometric universal cover π : H 2 → S and a horocyclic two-cell C of the Delaunay tessellation of π −1 (x) projecting to C, letγ 0 join vertices of C separated by exactly one other vertex on the horocycle in which it is inscribed. Then the compact subregion T 1 of C that it bounds is a triangle, hence so is its projection T 1 . In this non-compact case we divide the remainder of C, and all other horocyclic Delaunay cells, into horocyclic ideal triangles as previously.
Enumerate the edges of T as γ 0 , . . . , γ l so that the Delaunay edges are γ 1 , . . . , γ n for some n ≤ l. Let d j be the length of γ j for each j, and note that by hypothesis γ j has length d .
Here as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, A x is the angle sum function from Definition 1.1, and for a smooth solution d(t) we have A x (d(t)) ≡ 2π since d is the edge length collection of the triangulated hyperbolic surface (S, T ). It will then follow from Proposition 1.3 that S(d(t)) is a deformation of S in T g,n . And if d(t) increases with t, then by Proposition 1.4, the injectivity radius of S(d(t)) at its vertex will as well. We will show this below.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we rewrite the equation d dt A x (d(t)) = 0 using the chain rule and our choices for d(t):
Again as in Proposition 3.1, for each j > 0 the T i ± j are the triangles containing the edge γ j . Here T 0 and T 1 are the triangles containing γ 0 , and by construction, T 1 is compact. In all cases if T i
of changing edge lengths. We claim first that all coefficients above are smooth, and that the coefficient of d (t) is positive.
To the latter point, recall that since T is compatible with the Delaunay tessellation of (S, x),
is compact it is centered, being equilateral, so since T i ± j has the same circumcircle it is either centered or one of its edges is a diagonal that separates it from the circumcircle center. In neither of these cases is it non-centered with longest edge γ j , so by Proposition 2. is horocyclic, and hence T i ± j is a horocyclic ideal triangle by construction, then this follows from Proposition 3.7 of [4] .
Smoothness of the coefficients of (3.1.3) follows from results of [4] . In particular, Proposition 2.3 there asserts that D 0 is smooth on the set AC 3 ⊂ (0, ∞) 3 parametrizing cyclic triangles. This applies to each T i ± j contained in a compact Delaunay cell. Each one contained in a horocyclic cell, except possibly T 1 , is a horocyclic ideal triangle by construction, and smoothness follows by [4, Prop. 3.7] . If T 1 is in a horocyclic Delaunay cell then its side-length collection T 1 (d) lies in the set HC 3 of [4, Corollary 3.5], parametrizing compact "horocyclic" triangles. HC 3 has codimension one in (0, ∞) 3 . It bounds the set C 3 parametrizing cyclic triangles on one side, and the set E 3 parametrizing "equidistant" triangles on the other (see [4, §4] ; in particular Cor. 4.6 there).
For arbitrary n ≥ 3, the versions of D 0 that record areas of horocyclic and equidistant n-gons are respectively defined in Propositions 3.7 and 4.9 of [4] . We proved there that the various definitions of D 0 determine a continuous function on AC n ∪ HC n ∪ E n , but we did not address smoothness on HC n . However since D 0 measures area, for n = 3 it agrees everywhere with the smooth function A of [4, Lemma 1.16]. Therefore since T 1 is a triangle, the coefficient function D 0 (T 1 (d(t))) of (3. d(t))) ). 
